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The Difference Analyzer: A Simple
Differential Equation Solver

Introduction. The difference analyzer is a new type of analog computing

machine which permits the solution of sets of non-linear as well as linear

ordinary differential equations by a simplified stepwise integration method.

The analog computer solution of a typical set of two ordinary differential

equations

dx dy
(1) -jt = Ux, y,t)       -jr jfcfe y, t)
is discussed.

In the electromechanical analog computers under consideration here, two

voltages

(2)

« s4i.xir,iri
dr      at     La*      av      at

ff_a4¿Xlir.U
dr       at     \_ax      ay      at   J

are obtained as functions of the shaft rotations X, Y, and r proportional to

x, y, and t, respectively, through the use of universal function potentiometers1

and resistive summing networks. The scale factors ax, a„, and at must be

chosen so that neither the shaft rotations nor the voltages (2) exceed their

physically possible operating ranges.

At the beginning of each computation, the t, X, and Y shafts are set to

initial settings corresponding to the given initial values of /, x, and y;

usually r = 0 at the beginning of a computer run. If, now, the machine can

be made to establish the additional relations

(3)
CTdX CTdY

X=   I   -par,        Y=        -¡-dr
Jo   ar J0   dr

dX  dY
between the shaft rotations X, Y, and the voltages -y-, ~r-, then all these

dr    dr

quantities must vary in the manner prescribed by the differential equations (1)

and may be recorded as solutions of the problem.

In machines of the electromechanical differential analyzer type, the

integrations (3) are performed continuously, for instance by means of rate

servos whose output speed must be accurately proportional to an input

voltage. The construction of the electromechanical integrators requires

great care and constitutes a major portion of the cost of a differential
analyzer.

In the difference analyzer, the integrations are performed by stepwise

displacements of the shafts corresponding to the variables in question. The

new machine permits rapid, reasonably accurate (one to three percent)

solutions at minimum expense, since no servomechanisms or amplifiers need

be used. Various applications and refinements of the difference analyzer are
also discussed.

1



2 THE  DIFFERENCE  ANALYZER

The Difference Analyzer. In the difference analyzer, a new analog

computer first described by the writer,2 some of the errors and particularly

the high costs inherent in the electromechanical integrators are avoided at

the expense of some additional computing time.
Fig. 1 illustrates the principle of the difference analyzer. The desired

initial values of the variables t, X, and Y, are set up as shaft rotations, as

before. Then these shaft rotations are varied step by step by amounts Ar,

AX, and A Y, respectively, in a manner prescribed by the given mathematical

relations (1). The voltages proportional to the derivatives (2) are obtained as

functions of the shaft rotations by means of resistive networks and function

potentiometers in the manner indicated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Simple difference analyzer.

dX        dY
The values of the derivatives -7— and -3— are measured accurately by

dr dr

means of linear comparison potentiometers connected to the same supply volt-

dX dY    ,   ,
age as the computing networks used to compute -¡— and -j—, If the scale

dr dr

factors oz, a„, and at have been chosen correctly, the displacements of the

dX dY
comparison potentiometers will be equal to -j— and -j—, respectively, when

dr dr

the galvanometers shown in Fig. 1 indicate zero current.

The increments AX and A F of the dependent machine variables, corre-

sponding to a small increment At of the independent machine variable r will

be approximately

(4) AX = ^Ar, AF = ^Ar.

The multiplications in (4) may be performed simply by means of step-down

gears which multiply the respective displacements of the comparison poten-
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tiometer shafts by the constant parameter At. The resulting shaft rotations

AX and A F are taken as the increments corresponding to an increment At

in the displacement of the r shaft.

The actual computation proceeds by the iteration of the following two

very simple steps. , t
(i) Computation of Correct Derivatives. With the clutches shown in Fig. 1

disengaged, the operator balances the galvanometers by adjusting the com-

parison potentiometers. The respective displacements of the two poten-

tiometers are now proportional to -¿- and -¿^. Note that these settings do

not have to be read by the operator.

SUPPLT
VOLTA« POTENTIOMETERS SUMMING   NETWORK

Fig. 2. Example of a circuit generating a voltage proportional to a function of two

shaft rotations r and F by means of function potentiometers and resistive summing net-

works.

(ii) Mechanical Addition of Increments. The operator next engages the
dX      ,dY . ...

clutches so that the shafts of the — and — potentiometers are connected to
di

dX
the respective variable shafts through suitable gear trains. Next, the -j^

potentiometer is reset to its center, or zero position. This involves a dis-

placement proportional to -r- which, with the clutch engaged, is imparted to

the X shaft through a gear ratio 1:At in such a manner that the correct
increment

dX
AX = -7- At

dr

is added to the displacement X. Similarly, an increment A F corresponding to

,   dY
(4) is added to the displacement of the F shaft when the ~r potentiometer is

reset to zero.
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The T (independent variable) shaft is simply advanced by a specified
constant amount At.

The operator then disengages the clutches and the whole process is

repeated for the newly obtained values of r, X, and Y. It is readily seen that

the dependent variables X and Y must vary according to the prescribed equa-

tions (4) ; the process just described constitutes a stepwise integration of the
differential equations (1).

It may be shown that the error involved in this stepwise integration as such

could be made as small as desired by using sufficiently small time increments

At.' Actually, the accuracy of the machine is determined by the accuracy of

the dial settings and by the tolerances of the resistive computing networks.

Random errors in dial settings or potentiometer linearity tend to cancel in

the course of the integration process. Certain errors due to imperfect com-

puting networks, however, may be integrated and may thus increase during

the integration.

Because of the various errors involved in the computation, an analog

computer attempting to solve a single differential equation of the form

(5) £-**'*>

for the correct voltage F will actually solve a slightly different equation

d?
¿7 = fir, Y) + A(r, Y),

where A (t, F) is the derivative error assumed to be bounded in absolute value

by a positive quantity S. It may be shown3 that the absolute value error

« = \Y - Y\

in the solution Y will satisfy the relation

(6) t ^ S\t - role^-'ol,

where \r — to| is the computing time and where

|/(ti, Fi) -/(tx, F2)| ^M\Y1- Y,\

for n, Yi, and F2 in the region under consideration.

In the case of a difference analyzer set up to solve equation (5), it is

possible to write

(7) 5 ^ Xi + m + MîAr.
d?~\

Here Xi is the absolute value of the greatest possible error in -j— I   _ as

compared to/(t, F) due to the computing elements used to produce/(t, F) ;

Hi is the absolute value of the largest possible derivative error incurred in

setting the machine variable F to a new value. ^At is a measure of the largest

derivative error incurred by replacing /(r, F) by the constant value of

/(t,-, F<) corresponding to t = t,- and F = F< in the ith step of the stepwise

integration. The relations (6) and (7) constitute an estimate of the upper

bound of the error made by a difference analyzer in the solution of the given

differential equation (5).
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Example of An Error Estimate. Consider the solution of the machine
dY

equation -j— = Y with F = 1 for t = to = 0 in the interval 0 ^ t ^ n.
dr

This is a typical problem unfavorable for analog computer solution because

of its "unstable" monotonically increasing solution. Here M = 1.

If this problem is solved on a typical difference analyzer with

Xx ̂

one has

¿F~l dY~\
0.005 -j- = 0.005er>, ah ^ 0.002 -t- = 0.002e'»

or Jmax dr JMAX

. ¿2F1
iis^TT = eTK

dr¿ Jmax

In this case, the difference analyzer will be as accurate as a typical
differential analyzer with 5 ^ 0.01 eu if one chooses

At ^ 0.003.

For large values of n, it might pay in this particular problem to divide the

interval under consideration into subintervals, all but one of which would

yield smaller values of m.

Practical Results. A small difference analyzer was used by the writer

to solve Euler's equations of motion for a rigid body.4 As a test problem, the

system of differential equations

dX dY

<8> ^=F'        Tr-~X

with X = 0 and F = 1 for r = 0, which has the well known solutions

X = sin t and F = cos r

was solved on the difference analyzer. A computer setup for the system (8) is
shown in Fig. 3.

The construction of resistive networks with an accuracy of better than

0.2 percent is well known to the art and quite easily possible with relatively

low-cost components. Helical potentiometers were used in the setup of Fig. 3.

For a 45-step integration from- t = 0 to t = x/4, better than one percent
overall accuracy in terms of full scale readings was attained at less than one-

third the cost of a comparable differential analyzer.

Refinements. The computing networks of a difference analyzer may be

interconnected by means of patchcords so that a flexible multi-purpose com-
puter results.

The advantages inherent in the low cost of the difference analyzer become

apparent particularly when non-linear differential equations are to be solved.

Again, higher order differential equations can always be reduced to systems

of first-order equations by introducing the derivatives as new variables.

The possibility of introducing new variables simply by means of new

dependent variable shafts in the difference analyzer suggests the use of such

"mechanical transformations" to simplify complicated computer setups and

to improve scale factors with resulting increases in accuracy. Fig. 4 shows how
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Fig. 3. Difference analyzer setup for the system

dX = Y        dj_x
dr '        dr
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<
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i

Fig. 4. Mechanical amplification and function generation. The 2-shaft is set to the

correct value by means of a meter or comparison potentiometer (no integration).

a voltage Z corresponding to some function

Z = Z(X, Y, r)

of the independent and dependent variables is brought out to a terminal from

some point of the computing networks, read by means of a meter or compari-

son potentiometer, and re-entered into the machine by means of a Z-shaft.

Potentiometers on this Z-shaft may then generate desired functions of the

new variable Z.
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This process will be used most often to make a new larger voltage corre-

sponding to X available in the computer or to change impedance levels in the

computing networks (mechanical amplification). It should be noted carefully

that such mechanical amplification and function generation does not consti-

tute an integration (no derivative of Z is used to reset the Z-shaft). All

mechanical transformations of this type should be performed before the

integrations. It may be expedient to use knobs of a different color for shafts

whose settings are not derived from integrations.

The operator will then begin each step of the computation by balancing

the potentiometers used for mechanical amplification and will then proceed

by balancing the potentiometers used for integration in the manner outlined

further above. While mechanical transformations do introduce extra shafts

which must be set at each step of the computation, their use may result in

substantial improvements and simplifications in the computer setup.

The Automatic Difference Analyzer. Whereas the difference analyzer,

as described above, may be operated by relatively unskilled personnel, even

the simple operations required for the stepwise computation method could be

mechanized through the use of very simple servomechanisms, thereby permit-

ting completely automatic operation of the equipment. Fig. 5 shows the

block diagram of an automatic difference analyzer for the solution of the

equation

g-AT.*

The computing networks function as before. The comparison poten-

tiometer becomes the follow-up potentiometer of a servomechanism which

dX
balances the potentiometer by making the shaft displacement equal to -r—.

dr

Supply o~
VOLTAöETO-

COMPUTINd
4 NETWORKS

r SHAFT

STEP

MOTOR

¿*

f resetting Al
RELAY £

SERVO
AMPUF\ER

OR
RELAY

X SHAFT

SERVO
MOTOR

GEARS      Solenoid Clutch

Fig. 5. Automatic difference analyzer. The solenoid clutch and the resetting relay are

operated periodically by a switch on the r-shaft.
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The servo shaft is then reset to zero by grounding one servo input by

means of a resetting relay.

During this process, the resetting clutch shown is engaged by means of a

solenoid in such a manner that the correct increment AX is added to the

displacement of the X-shaft through a gear train. At the same time, the At

shaft displacement is increased by a specified amount by means of a step

motor; the resetting relay as well as the solenoid clutch are actuated by a

switch on this shaft.
The entire process is repeated until stopped by a limit switch or by the

operator at some desired time t; each step must allow sufficient time for the

potentiometer shafts to assume their new positions. It should be noted here

that the frequency response of the servomechanism used will not affect the

accuracy of the computation. The process described constitutes a completely

automatic stepwise integration of the given differential equations by means

of components such as simple relay servos which are cheaper than the inte-

grators used in a comparable differential analyzer.

Conclusions. The difference analyzer seems to be an easily constructed,

reliable, and useful instrument of about slide rule accuracy and should be

well adapted to the solution of sets of complicated non-linear differential

equations in smaller laboratories and educational institutions. In such cases,

the cost of a differential analyzer of comparable accuracy and reliability

would often be prohibitive, and the equations would yield only to tedious

numerical integration. If still greater accuracy is desired, a difference ana-

lyzer solution will provide a convenient check on conventional numerical

analysis. F. J. Murray has also suggested the use of stepwise integration

methods based on non-linear extrapolation in order to decrease the number

of steps needed and to increase the accuracy of the machine.
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